
 

Vibration in dance, 'EM' NA' by Collective Glovo 

It is clear that when we enter the game of theater or dance we need to be hooked. Yes, it 
is clear that dance or theatre, the performing arts in general, should entertain us. Because 
on the contrary, what would it be? Boring us? 

Now, I think when we talk about entertainment, most of the time, we tend to think about 
"consumer products" with few nutrients and a very fungible nature. We tend to think of very 
popular shows, which go through conventions more standardized and internalized game, 
which is, the most common and comfortable. 

Something is entertaining when it catches our attention and makes us disconnect from our 
everyday concerns. Under this optics we run the risk of associating entertainment to a kind 
of transient alienation, of flight from our vital concerns. We run the risk of associating 
entertainment to a kind of anesthesia or palliative, even to a "bread and circus" that loves 
us... 

The opposite of all this would also be to place the performing arts in utilitarianism and the 
convenience of the therapeutic. The performing arts as medicine, as a solution to our 
problems and unease. The performing arts as the key to knowledge and salvation. 

Perhaps, of all this, dance, theatre, the new circus, opera... have something. Maybe. 

In any case, I think it is important to reflect on entertainment as pluralistic and diverse and 
disassociate it from the most devaluing connotations, synonymous with the simple, the 
uncommunicable, the fungible, the innocuous, the populist... 

Entertainment is a sine qua non condition of the game that the dramaturgy proposes. And 
the dramaturgy, the sense of the score of actions for a show, it consists, among other 
things, of calibrating that play space with the viewer and the viewer, because without them 
there is no dance or theater. If the show works is because we enter the game and if we 
enter the game, then we will inevitably be entertained. 

Sometimes we even have the opportunity to attend shows in which the entertainment is 
not something explicit or crude in outline, but something subtle and almost secret. These 
are jewels that are not easy to find on the billboard, because subtlety and that 
entertainment, which is not underlined by gimmicks or commercial slogans or opportunistic 
themes, tend to escape fashions or concepts in vogue. However, this does not imply that 
they are outdated proposals or of a sophisticated and elitist cryptic level, only for initiates. 

The last weekend of March 2021, from 26 to 28, it premiered at the Ensalle Theater in 
Vigo, within the Isto Ferve festival, EM NA of the Glovo Collective, a young contemporary 
dance company from Lugo, formed by Esther Latorre (Lugo, 1990) and Hugo Pereira 
(Porto, 1994). I went on Saturday 27, World Theater Day. 

EM · NA is one of those jewels that I referred to in the introduction, it captures you from the 
very beginning. It entertains you and that entertaining you is also a cultivation of the 



sensitivity that opens us up, which contributes to the much-needed porosity. Only from 
them, from open sensitivity and porosity, can we have a fluid and friendly access to the 
world around us and even to what is beyond the visible, the audible and the intelligible. 

A fan, like a silver circle, hung in the center of the stage, swings like a pendulum. This will 
be one of the few elements used in the show, in addition to the duo formed by Esther and 
Hugo and by the light action, designed by Pedro Fresneda during his residency in the Vigo 
room. A lighting that not only structures the piece, but also intervenes and dialogues with 
the movement of the bodies, amplifying it and expanding the energetic reverberation that 
they give off. 

The first few sequences are an impressive example of utmost simplicity and quality. Esther 
and Hugo appear in different positions under the beams of light. We see their still, static 
figures. But in that stillness and that stillness vibrates impetuous and contained the 
movement that we have felt, like a blast, in the dark. The intermittency between light - 
visible presence and darkness - invisible presence, separated by black outs, with the 
continuous sound of the fan and the air that, at times, rubs against us, generate an 
atmosphere that not only entertains our senses, but also absorbs our sensitivity. And 
suspends our eagerness to understand. Dance is not understood, it is felt and, in EM · NA, 
the force of feeling is such, in its most material and sensorial dimension, that this first 
passage of the piece inevitably seduces us. 

At the same time, I see magic: the purely material and sensory acquires, by virtue of the 
quality of movement and attitude, as well as the radical synchronicity of light action, the 
halo of spell that will trap us. 

There is then, in an uninterrupted way, a going deep and long into the vibratory channeling 
that the choreography leads. A choreographic channeling in which the bodies are linked 
through unison, propelling that vibration, or through contacts and catches that confirm the 
energetic communion. Conjunctions that make the duo a single, or the two a one, which 
unfolds or unfolds in the bodies of Esther and Hugo. 

Wide movements, with a precise impulse, inhabited by a motor subtext that is like a 
contained electric current and that is transmuted into figures of subtle plasticity, of a 
strange, unknown beauty, outside the canons. The looks also contribute to this and I would 
even dare to say that the physiognomies of the faces and bodies of Esther and Hugo, so 
unique and unusual, with the beauty of the best carvings of Romanesque sacred art. 
Peculiar features, with a spiritualized and static point. 

The grains of sand, moved by the wind or by the sea water, on the beach in the video 
(made by Adrián González and Dani Rodríguez), trace hypnotic geometries, also in 
unison. Like the couple's hair, loose in the wind, as they look towards the horizon, turning 
their heads, their trunks, with their backs to the camera. The lace of the bodies of Esther 
and Hugo, the lace of their movements, contained or displayed, seem to follow equivalent 
patterns. The instrumental and electronic music of BABYKATZE, with its atmospheric 
spirals, also unfolds as an enveloping and vibrant sound movement. 

The invisible is the vibration that touches us. The visible and the audible, the movement of 
bodies, of light, of music, of sand that Hugo manipulates in the last sequences, on the 
black stage or on Esther's curves… make EM · NA a membrane that extends towards us. 
And we also become a membrane and, without realizing it, we all vibrate at the same time, 



at the same frequency and intensity. And this ... this is also a form of entertainment, one 
that does not alienate us or anesthetize us, one that connects us, opens us up and refines 
our sensitivity. 

By Afonso Becerra de Becerreá 
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